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PATTERSON RECOMMENDED  
PROTOCOL FOR OFFICE CLOSING 

 

BEFORE YOU LEAVE…… 

 Turn off nitrous/O2 tanks 

 Drain ultrasonic cleaner 

 Sterilizers – come in twice/week and run a full cycle on all -OR- drain completely 

 Lubricate/sterilize all handpieces (including slow speed motors & attachments) 

 Dental Units:  

 Tablet users without regular shocking protocol | Run shock treatment through delivery unit 
water lines, remove and empty water bottle from delivery units.  Leave in for the appropriate 
time (see the IFU’s) then run clean water through the lines to clear out shock treatment, 
remove and empty bottles, run units with empty water bottles through all lines until nothing 
but air comes from lines.  

 Cartridges (Dentapure) users | Our suggestion is to empty the bottle and let it dry, then 
replace it.  If no staff can come in at least once per week and flush water through the lines, 
the office could purge the lines.  If absent for more than a week, remove the water.  If offices 
are closed for a prolonged period, consider shocking before you resume working.  

 Turn off all dental units 

 Clean all vac lines and solids collectors 

 Turn off x-rays, prophy jets, scalers, etc. 

 Disassemble, clean and lubricate vacuum valves and o-rings on HVE and SE valves 

 Clean model trimmer 

 Unplug pano/cone beam from wall 

 Software: If your office does not currently have an electronic/digital method of communicating with 
your patients while you are out, please visit the following link at www.pattfaq.com to Live Chat our 
technology center to learn about options available to you.  

 Wipe down and disinfect entire office prior to leaving 

 

WHILE YOU’RE AWAY… 

 Return to the office every 3-4 days to turn on the vac and compressor, run warm water through the 
vac lines and leave running for at least 15 minutes 

 For safety, turnoff your main waterline. If you have a wet vac, remember to turn the system back on 
upon returning to the office in order to run your vac and compressor 

 Turn on the sink at plaster trap for a few minutes to keep from drying out, as well as, model trimmer 

 

http://www.pattfaq.com/

